
Invest in the future
The first crisis center in Romania, built exclusively for youths

Adolescence is a critical stage in the development of children towards adulthood.
In Romania, teenagers of all ages are abused in society, in school and in their families, each day.

In November 2019, we launch the first emergency center for free of charge psychological and 
educational counselling, built exclusively for youths.

Our first effort in this sense is launching the first national emergency line for youths in crisis: 
0800 070 YOU / 0800 070 968

YOU. The Youth Project is a compelling awareness, support and education project built to 
translate the individual and collective vulnerabilities of the young Romanian generation into 
opportunities for growth and successful social and personal development.
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ABOUT US

YOU. is a complex personal and professional development support program for Romanian 
youths, sustained by Varyafin Association. 

YOU. is currently supported on 3 pillars:
You.com.ro, a digital content platform for young journalism, education, infotainment and 
development resources, where teens can contribute with personal essays and articles
A series of podcasts, and a radio open to teens’ contributions
An events panel created for high schools, universities and hubs, focused on generating 
new opportunities for teens through efficient resources and qualified mentors. 

Project proposed for development:
The YOU. Center, an emergency service for mentorship and personal/professional 
counseling in acute situations, built on 4 pillars of action.
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TARGET GROUP
Teenagers 13-21 years old, located 
in Bucharest and across Romania.

VALUES
Offering the youths a place where 

they can be seen and heard 
authentically and compassionately, 

we bridge dialogues which 
transform uncomfortable topics into 
sustainable solutions for safety and 

change. 

OBJECTIVES
The YOU. Center sheds a light on 
the hidden violence that occurs in 

the social and institutional context, 
providing youth with a secure space 
where they can express and address 

sensitive issues without the fear of 
being abused. The Center aims to offer 

feedback and specialized support 
from personnel qualified to treat and 
manage the personal and collective 

vulnerabilities of this generation. 
MISSION

The YOU. Center operates in 
solidarity with the crisis centers in 

the European Union, which provide 
free of charge assistance and real 
time help to individuals at risk of 

acute and semi-acute threats 
that can endanger their life, their 
mental and physical health, their 

family life, their social/cultural 
environment, their education and 

their right to free will. 
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YOUTH’S MENTAL HEALTH IN THE EUROPEAN 
REGION

Childhood and adolescence are critical stages of life 
for mental health and well-being. This is when young 
people develop skills in self-control, social interaction 
and learning. 

Negative experiences – at home due to family conflict or 
at school due to bullying, for example – have a damaging 
effect on the development of these core cognitive and 
emotional skills. 

The socioeconomic conditions in which children grow 
up can also have an impact on their choices and 
opportunities in adolescence and adulthood.

În Europa, tulburările depresive și 
anxioase se află în top 5 cauze ale 

dificultăților trăite de copii și adolescenți. 
Suicidul este principala cauză a decesului 

între tinerii de 10-19 ani din țările cu o 
economie slabă sau medie din Europa și 

pe locul II în țările cu o economie puternică.

BACKGROUND
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STATISTICS
• Physical violence and emotional abuse 

against youths remain a pain point in 
Romania. 

• In 2016, the increase in abuse forms 
such as harassment, bullying, domestic 
violence, and discrimination, soared to 
over 45%, compared to 2015.

• Romania does not yet benefit from laws 
against domestic violence, especially in 
regards to children.
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PROJECT PILLARS

YOU Center

Toll-free call center for 
national calls from all 

providers (Green number)

Informational, 
educational and 
training events 

curated by psychology, 
psychiatry specialists 

and social workers, with 
free access to youths.

Walk-In Crisis Center for 
the youths’ challenging 
issues, with a team of 

qualified personnel 
who are capacitated to 

disseminate and operate 
with acute emergencies, 

as well as on-going 
counseling. 

Toll-free chat service 
(available nation and 

worldwide through 
you.com.ro)
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PROJECT
PILLARS

Toll-free call center for 
national calls from all

providers (Green number)

Any teenager who needs to speak with 
someone about their experiences, no matter 
their severity, can place anonymous calls to 
our Emergency Line, at any time, to reach a 
consultant who will empathetically listen and 
offer qualified support for critical issues. There 
is no maximum length for a call, as we aim for 
youths to feel heard, understood, supported 
and counseled towards solutions that can, 
above all, save their lives. 
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PROJECT
PILLARS

Toll-free chat service

Along with the green hotline, we implement a 
free chat service operated by qualified social 
workers to manage acute and moderate 
risk situations, available around the clock for 
individuals who cannot, for several reasons, 
speak on the phone with a counselor. 
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PROJECT PILLARS

Walk-In Center

The YOU. Crisis Center will operate 
in Bucharest as a physical office for 
counseling, mentorship and special 
assistance for the youths’ acute issues, 
offering support to those who cannot 
manage these situations alone, or with 
the help of family and friends, as well as to 
those who are at risk of suicide or death by 
other means.

The Crisis Center’s services are free of 
charge and available year-round. In acute 
situations, individuals can come directly 
to the center, without an appointment. 
Consultations can happen anonymously, 
as per request. 

THE WALK IN CENTER offers professional, 
fast support for traumas caused by:

• Sexual violence
• Abandon
• Emotional abuse and negligence
• Bullying and other types of harassment
• Stalking and cyber stalking
• Sexual education
• Personal, sexual and psycho-social 

identity
• Acute psychological emergencies
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PROJECT PILLARS

Events

We have scheduled a robust events panel for 
education and personal development, in high 
schools, universities and hubs in Bucharest and 
in the major cities in Romania, with the scope 
to facilitate youth’s access to resources and 
solutions to manage difficult situations in their 
lives. 
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PERFORMANCE REVIEWS AND PRESS CONFERENCES
There are currently no studies to attest the exact number of teenagers with aged 13-21 who are affected 
by parental, institutional and social abuse, nor a review of their exact needs and behaviours towards a free 
of charge initiative for the management of the youths’ personal emergencies. 

We aim to create two data driven reports of the information collected throughout December 2019 and 
January 2020, as well as from January 2020 to August 2020 to assess the performance of the center 
and to detect new areas for development and improvement. The studies will be presented in two press 
conferences. 

Stage 1: January 2020 - preliminary performance report and press conference
Stage 2: September 2020 - extended performance report and press conference

Coordinates, *as per the number of participants determined in January 2020, and in August 2020 (jump 
to FORECAST for numbers)

• Profiling: age and gender
• Location
• Current challenges
• Needs
• Accessibility of service
• Willingness to benefit from the service
• Risks
• Audience bias
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MEDIA

OFFLINE

• Street advertising (print)
• Subway advertising (electronic) - 

video campaign
• TV insertions (shows)
• BTL - events in high schools, 

universities, hubs

ONLINE

  Content operations:
• Branded content on You.com.ro 
• Social media advertising (own
• Radio  (own)
• Influencer marketing (KOLs 

partnerships)
• KOLs interviews
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EVENTS

THEMES:
• Professional counseling and orientation
• Business and entrepreneurship
• Vocation workshops (public speaking, creative writing, graphic design, photography, psychology, 

creative thinking). 
• Inspirational meetings with KOLs and influentials (books, theatre, film, music, dance, painting, travel, 

lifestyle etc)

NOVEMBER 2019

4 promotional meetings in high 
schools and universities (weekly, 

min. 100 participants/meeting - 400 
participants in total)

DECEMBER 2019

4 promotional meetings in high 
schools and universities (weekly, 
min. 100 participants/meeting - 

400 participants in total) 
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MEDIA - ONLINE ASSETS

Special content activations on our platform you.com.ro (monthly frequency):

• 5 original stories created on recurring themes in the youths’ life, addressing the Crisis Center and 
its services 

• 3 cameos with mental health specialists
• Landing page to promote the center

STATISTICS YOU.com.ro

Numbers at 30.10.2019:
32,997 unique pageviews / monthly
1.97% bounce rate
156 email subscribers
7766 unique users, growth rate 22742%

Forecast for January 2020:
Web: 30k monthly pageviews
Articles published: 120
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MEDIA - DIGITAL MARKETING

Content activations for social media (monthly):

For Facebook Ads we operate on 4 pillars: 
• Promoting the website and attracting new and recurring visitors 
• Boosting the most successful posts on the website
• Promoting the social media channel through video ads
• Collecting email addresses for newsletter marketing. 

Targeting (several options depending on campaign):
• Age: e.g.: 18-45 for email marketing, 13-25 for general activities
• Geo targeting – major cities, only Bucharest, or the whole country
• Interests and personal data/ marital status/ with children or child free, education level, profession, 

interests and hobbies.
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STATISTICS SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK
Monthly posts: 87
Daily posts: 1-3
Events per month: 14
Social media campaigns/month: 18

Results: 
People Reached 176,749
Post Engagements 25,062
Link Clicks 9,204
Page likes: 2,100
Page follows: 2,134
Audience: 72% women, 28% men, aged 
18-24 and 25-34 (78%), 13-17 (10%)

INSTAGRAM
Monthly posts: 26
Weekly posts: 6,3
Stories: 32
Page followers: 94

Forecast for January 2020
Social: 8000 likes
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MEDIA - RADIO YOU

PODCASTS:
 

• (LIVE*): TEEN-CALLER (talks with teens on topics proposed by them) 
• YOU. are the VOICE (user generated)
• YOU. VOLUNTEER – talks about smart volunteering projects where teens can get involved
• BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP – young business tips and financial education
• CAREER MENTORSHIP - future work and future skills
• COOL-TEEN (inspired by KOLs)
• PERSONAL BRANDING (interviews with influentials)

Forecast for 
January 2020: 50k 

listeners
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GRAFIC DE IMPLEMENTARE  

Project Starting with

Call Center toll free 24/24 November 2019

Chat service tool free 24/24 December 2019

Crisis Center January 2020

Performance review and Press Conference January  2020 and  September 2020

Informational, educational and training events Ongoing

Radio YOU Ongoing
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Project 6
Radio YOU

Project 5
Informational, educational
and training events

Project 4
Performance review
and Press Conference

Project 3
Crisis Center

Project 2
Chat service tool
free 24/24

Project 1
Call center
toll free 24/24

Project 6

Project 5

Project 4

Project 3

Project 2

Project 1

Ongoing

Ongoing 

January  2020 and
September 2020

January 2020

December 2019

November 2019
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SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• The first of its kind in Romania
• Space ownership
• Pilot project already in 

development
• Solid network
• Timely for the society
• Already existing NGO
• Potential supporting partners

• Constant maintenance of the 
required budget to support the 
project

 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

• To study and harvest several other 
impactful projects for the society

• Nation-wide possible extension
• Impactful partnerships with 

companies 
• Partnering with public figures
• Organic development

• Considerable financial 
investments are implied

• Audience bias and constantly 
campaigning to inform and 
educate the public 

• Collaborations with public 
institutions 

• Personnel acquisition 
• The ever present risk to have 

customers from all age ranges 
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BUDGET
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FORECAST
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WHAT’S IN FOR YOU?Connecting to an empowering socio-cultural project 
which enables change, education, personal and profes-
sional development for the young generation in Romania

FOR YOU?
WHAT’S IN

Accessing direct data on the behaviours of the young 
generation and how they impact societal and economic 
transformation

The opportunity to facilitate workshops dedicate to 
youths with KOLs and mentors from your company board

Transparency and partnership for social change

The chance to recruit talent for company internships from 
the pool of students and graduates in the project’s core 
audience. 

1

2

3

4

5
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HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

• Donate 2% of the annual income tax/pension revenue by filling the 230 
Declaration until March 25th, 2020. 

• Offer direct sponsorships in the association’s account
• Donate products (furniture, technological equipment, software and 

licenses) or services (utilities, free consultancy, training)
• Sponsor scholarships for students
• Become a supporting MEMBER and subscribe for one of our 3 annual 

plans for partnership and development.
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS

GOLD
MEMBER

PLATINUM 
MEMBER

DIAMOND 
MEMBER

1.250 € / month 2.450 € / month  3.350 € / month

Access to an ever-growing community of currently over 30K youths (teenagers and 
students), as well as young professionals, within the broadest media and awareness 
campaign created for the personal and professional development of youths in Ro-
mania.

◉ ◉ ◉

Participation to the press conferences to launch the YOU. center and to present the 
results of the study case, with KOLs and
journalists 

◉ ◉ ◉

Access to campaign events ◉ ◉ ◉

Display in a nation-wide interest campaign, inserts in ELLE magazine and Libertatea 
newspaper. 

◉ ◉ ◉

Company
◉ ◉ ◉

Press release mention with the sponsor’s description and membership ◉ ◉ ◉

Product and service activations in our events ◉ ◉ ◉

◉ ◉ ◉

◉ ◉ ◉
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Placement in the press conference opening video ◉ ◉ ◉

Roll-up at the press conferences ◉ ◉ ◉

Logo placement on social media distributed visuals ◉ ◉ ◉

Creating your own activation at the press conferences ◉ ◉ ◉

Sponsor branding inside the YOU. center, located in Piata Romana ◉ ◉ ◉

Special mention during the press conferences ◉ ◉ ◉

Dedicated ad campaign on Facebook (boost posting) (gold + platinum) ◉ ◉

Insert in articles on you.com.ro ◉ ◉

Insert in audio clips created to promote the center, and in podcasts ◉ ◉

Native ads production for you.com.ro with the company’s products or services ◉

A workshop with mentors and KOL’s from the company board for youths (business, ◉

Contests created on the page or through email marketing with sponsored ads ◉

Design and video production of special branded projects ◉

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
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CONTACT

Thank you!

Lidia Feher 
Event Designer
Mobil: 0799.995.883
e-mail: hello@you.com.ro

Mihaela Dalar Stanca
PR Manager
Mobil: 0736.433.425
e-mail: pr@you.com.ro

Alexandru Tudose
Fundraising Manager
Mobil: 0745.308.170
e-mail: alex@varyafin.org
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www.you.com.ro
You. The Youth Project
you.theyouthproject
You Romania
linkedin.com/company/you-the-youth-project
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